Tailored Chemical Properties of 4-Arm Star Shaped Poly(d,l-lactide) as Cell Adhesive Three-Dimensional Scaffolds.
Biodegradable poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is widely used to fabricate 3D scaffolds for tissue regeneration. However, PLA lacks cell adhering functional moieties, which limit its successful application in tissue engineering. Herein, we have tailored the cell adhesive properties of star shaped poly(d,l-lactide) (ss-PDLLA) by grafting gelatin to their 4 arms. Grafting of gelatin on PDLLA backbone was confirmed by 1H NMR and FTIR. The synthesized star shaped poly(d,l-lactide)-b-gelatin (ss-pLG) exhibited enhanced wettability and protein adsorption. The modification also facilitated better cell adhesion and proliferation on their respective polymer coated 2D substrates, compared to their respective unmodified ss-PDLLA. Further, 3D scaffolds were fabricated from gelatin grafted and unmodified polymers. The fabricated scaffolds were shown to be cytocompatible to 3T3-L1 cells and hemocompatible to red blood cells (RBCs). Cell proliferation was increased up to 2.5-fold in ss-pLG scaffolds compared to ss-PDLLA scaffolds. Furthermore, a significant increase in cell number reveals a high degree of infiltration of cells into the scaffolds, forming a viable and healthy 3D interconnected cell community. In addition to that, burst release of docetaxal (DTX) was observed from ss-pLG scaffolds. Hence, this new system of grafting polymers followed by fabricating 3D scaffolds could be utilized as a successful approach in a variety of applications where cell-containing depots are used.